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Selected As Best All-Round

Kentucky Communfty
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Why Not
Do All
Your Shopping
In Murray

-Weather
Keptucky cloudy and not
as cold with rain tonight and
most of Saturday.
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Funeral Of Kingfere,. ejleld.With Thousands Attending
By United Press
Albert Arthur Fredrick George
Windsor has joined the Kings of
Britieh history.
George VI, born December 14th,
1695, died February 6. 1952, has been
laid to his final resting place in
the royal mausoleum beneath the
chapel of St. George in Wiedsor
castle. it is where his father, George
V was buried 15 years ago.
Beside him, only a few feet
away, is the tomb of Henry VIII.
And a few feet away is the tomu
of Jane Seymour the third of
Henry's six wives. Also in the dark
vault, are the remains of Henry W.
was imprisoned and murdered.

And Charles the I, the only English King hanged on the scaffold.
King Ceorge took his place beside his ancestors after a long
procession through the streets of
Lendon. a short train trip to Windsor castle, and the last ride up the
winding road to Windsor castle.
The greet procession began with
the sounding.ef a single deep chime
from Big Ben atop the Houses of'
Parliament.
The_King's eqffin, draped with,_e
the royal standard, and with the
royal crown upon it, was lowered
onto a polished gun carriage, the
same caisson that has borne Queen
Victoria, and at lher successors to
their laet resting place.
The procession moved out, slowly
behind the King's body. Riding in
a closed carriage. was Queen Elizabeth. her face hidden by a heavy
Beside her were her widowed
mother, Princess Margaret and her
aunt, the Princess Royal.
Behind the carriage walked the
Dukes of Kept, Windsor. GloucesJames L. Johnson, tax commft- ter and Edinbuigh. Their facie*
siorer of Calloway county. today were pale and solemn.
issued a reminder that real estate
The Duke of Windsor. King himand personal property may self for 11 month's, was dressed in
hated for 1952 taxes until March 1. the uniform of an Admiral of flee
The commissioner said that Its British fleet. He wore a sword,
office would be unable to take gleaming in a long. colden scabbard.
any assessments after that date due
The procession moved slowly
to a very short period allowed for through the streets to the muffled
preparation of tax rolls prior to roll of drums, the shrill of begthe inspection period. April 15 to pipes and the funeral music of
May I. Approximately 40 per cent massed bands.
of the-taxpayers of this county itaVif Overhead .fhir-sky- was sr grips
-"!=r7.-Ttearenra...Reed for 1952. Any property kilt overcast, the An broke through
from the tax rolls through failure only for a few brief minutes durof the taxpayer to list will te sub- ing the long trip to Paddington stajected to a penalty of 10 per cent tion.
plus 12'per cent interest from the
The sun again broke through the
date of omroission.
clouds just as the funeral prows.
Again this year Johnson is urg- sion moved out of Windsor gaol
ir.g new property owners to list tion. For the first hundred
test,
their holdings for taxes. Last year there was only the sound of Onej
several persons drew penalties for meffled drum, beating out a steady
failure to list new homes He said cadence. Then. the bagpipes. and
that FFIA or homes built or bought bands began their dirge again. And
urder the GI OBI must be listed by high above, from the walls of
the ownerxwell thitictith the lender Windsor carate. coma the answering
pays the taxes on hie property. Na boom of the guns. firing 58 sounds,
lending agency is permitted to !Let one round for every year of the
homes for the owner. This has been King's life.
-.
the source of much confusion for • At the castle. royal navy IlellSr1,711
•
the past several years.
drew
the
coffin
iAto
the
---- grounds
The 11114I1=iirlikoreiii=nbeervesiki41911- lbh- thday this Wrathasiik H. Graham, E. J. Beale, W. G. Swann, LN. Rotes 'bonds. mortgages, stela' and then to the chapel. wheild
Maser The Batend accounte receivable must
Prime Minister Winston Church4
tleship'Maine was sunk of Havana. The Oak ("trove Baptist Bible week, Standing before the bank located at the corner , Moody,
Audrey Simmons, Luther Robertson, and I. Wells 'Meted or they will be sub-eel te ether government officials, and
the
in ISIS: Susan B Anthony. noted Institute will begin on Wtineadav
of the court square is Tremon Beale, president, and Purdom.
Nfe.. wwWRIPIp a penalty of 100 per cent' plus
a Archbishop of Canterbury were
feminist, was born. in 1820; and eveninr. February 20. at 7 o'clock.
Employees of the bank include Allen Rose, assistant 12 per cent interest from the ex- waiting.
Sneakers for the first service George Hart, executive vice-president.
the Royal Air Force devised BerThe bank has made huge strides during its nineteen vice-president, James W. Thurmond, assistant cashier and moment date, Government bonds The choir and the clergy led 148
lin in a giant air raid, in 1944. The will be Bin V A Turner and
Japanese captured Singapore in Pro Robert Tvey. Bro. M. M. Hamp- years. The deposits jumped from slightly over $500,000 bookkeeper; Joe Pat Ward, assistant cashier and teller, or postal savings are not rubject procession through the Rave, chantto taxation.
Ire the opening
the burial serton and Bro. Herold Smotherman in February of 1933 to over $7,800,000 in February of Ray Brownfield, agricultural
jt942.
representative; Marjorie Johnson said his office will be viets! "I am the toresurrection
and
will sneak on Thursday evenint.and 1952.
- • - mei WM' Huie, not teller; V. H. Clark, tell; Elbert
Lassiter, teller; elated from March 1 to April 15 the life "
We were in the back of the Eno Torn Sheltnn. and Tiro. , T.
Other
officers
Sallie
of
bank
the
Crawford,
are
E.
Whitnell,
F.
vicebookkeeoer; Freecla Mae Kuykendall, for,, moldy/ of the 1962 tax rolls. Queen Elizabeth "took her Ow.
/
shop yesterday, when we looked Kinseitnn on Friday evening"'
Saturday services will be held president: L. E. Wyatt, vice-president; L. L. Dunn, bookkeeper; Madge Parker, bookkeeper; Jean Smith; The inspection ,period will he fern at the foot of the coffin.
up and saw a fellow with a paper
*mil IS to
cashier; and directors, J. D. Sexton, Max B. Hurt, M. 0. bookkeeper; Betty Sue Outland, bookkeeper
1 and the Board of
The Archbishop of Canterbury led
in his hand and a pencil. jotting all day with dinner at the noon
; Isabel SuperViors May
will he in session from the assemblage in 'prayer, read a
hour Sneakers will be Bre L. G.
Parks, transit operator„ and Chester Martin,
down items.
etionoUnw
May
to Me, RI
leevaion mourning the
Nevelt Aro Bill_ Lowers and _Rm.
•
-of the King and finally, the fun• We asemilly inquired Ml. west Wilbur Johnson.
eral was over
The church pastor. Bins. Robert
he.was doing.
•
Princess Elizabeth stepped fore
Clerk: extends an invitation to'
*ere]. She sprinkled a handful of
the while to attend these special
Man from the State Fire Inspeaearth from a silver bowl on her
Hon Bureau Of course we imme- services. father's coffin. Then the coffin IMO
diately pointed out how safe the
lowered slowly Into the vault.
building' was from fire and what
The guns boomed for the last time.
we had been doing recently to
Then there was silence.
By United Press
hired, ir standard in the twit:stare.
make it safer...
Silence in the chapel of St.Georr•
It was only a year ago that the
By United Press
In other labor-management deenemy country, the jallqi
ire silence
In the streets of Windsor,
nation's big
Korean
department
ice men made "some aimed at setting up trade
stores velopments-and
The Bank of Murray is up for
silence '21 miles away in bustlinal
progress" towled prisoner exshange diplomatic relations
Mrs. Jessie Simmons; 77. passed were urging their customers, for
Repreeentatives of the iron ore
between
the
congratulations this week, the oc- away on Thursday at the home if Heaven's sake, to cut out this
Teafalgar Square and Piccadilly
The nrotram for the cornice veer tedsv. But they got nowhere in two countries as equal powers.
industry told a wage stabilization
casion being their 19th anniversary, her (laughter. Mrs. Warlick Hut- wave, of scare buying.
Cirrus for two minutes all AC.
board panel in New Yorks th,t was itieciereed- et the %detente, the talks on supervising an armisIn the background 5as tweet `be }WHY throughout the length and
ton In Hazel Mrs. Simmons had
aranting wage increase demanded Council of the Homemaker/ Clubs tice.
Misguided
American
worried
They have not only managed to been ill for the mud three months.
Staff officers of' both sides met Chinese Red radio at Peiping is breadth of Britain ceased. In final
in Tuesday Feb. 14. in the county
by
the
CIO
United
.Steel
workers
stay in business for that period.
She is survived he two deughter* about the Korean war and the posfor three and n half hours on the turning the airwaves blue with tribute to the King.
would discourage the development extension offices'
but have grown tremendously.
Mrs Hutson of Hazel. and Mrs. sibility of a crack-down on the
prisoner problem. And a UN roolt61- its propaganda blasts Its latest
rtilperrner.
T
enurty
Mrs
B
of
the
new
mines
in
this
country
jrnnis Bowdon of Hazel route two: production of television sets and
nreahlent presided Mrs. (-Inlayer man hinted they had reached brnadcagt, marking the Reread anand
leave
the
country
depende
niversiry of the Rursian-Chinetie
We add. our congratulcions to three sons. Leonard. Wilson, and wool blankets and everything etas.
Parker rive a rennet of the an- agreement on just about everyon foreign supplies
the many we know they will re- Nolan, all of Detroit: one 'sister, They were buying things they
thing extert the main issue. This treaty. accused the United States,
Kentucky
meetine
meat
of
the
And
fifteen
men
wielded
clubs
ceiVe
Mee Tten Adams of Murray: four didn't need. And stores spent
over the Allied demand that among other thngs. of backing the
Federation of Homemakeri which
'brothers. The Burton of Ilifurrk thousands trying to perguaie their today to lead a back-to-work
or-ironers choose themselves whe- revival of the same Japanee, miliheld
was
during
Farm
Horne
and
movement
through
a
picket fine
tary power that made the stab in
If saw issue comes up in the Tap of Metropolis. Cecil ,rif Paris, customers to take it easy.
thrown up be the catch-all local Conference' in Lexington She at- ther they go home
the back at Pearl Harbor,
state legislature that you have an and Elnio of Murray. She ts also
The
,supervision
tended
QUESTION:
delegate
as
Well,
of
Calloway
the
things
talks
got
have
50
hung
of
the
United
returned
to
Mine
Worker!'
opinion on, you. ahoold write or survived by sixteen erenelegildree
un
eye,
a
Counts
normal.
94rimernakers
Red
,
,
demand
The
organization,
Tn Japan Itself. General RAgway
that
Arotind
The suggestion has beer made
federal
neerreserve
a
board
manufacturing
plant In
Call James Lassiter or Owen Bil- and nine great ggandchildren.
The discuNtion on nrooram plan- trill inspection teams be allawed
has taken a realer step toward get- that all ex-presidents should be
She was a membe of the Pro- reports that department store sales Monticello, Indiana.
lington.
prv. Into secret designs of wasoons ting reser foy the end 0:-occupa- made ex-officio members of the
nine_we• led bv ./Cise
were eight per cent lower last
Yifience_ _Church._.'nf Christ_ The
lett assistant state leader In home after an irrnIgici: A-1TV officrir tion, Re hat Ordered dristle cuts Senate, always being on the floor
week thaw they were during the
•
They really appreciate it and funeral will he held tnmorrow at same week a year ago
said the Reds smear to 1)* stalling tr. the army service and eceens- available for counsel and debate. -.
work
'
•
any representative worth his salt 2:80 o'clock at the Providence Banthe full -truce team meets tonight. firm privileges riven to foreign What do you think of :lie sue-And the defense preduetien AdThole orreent were Meetames
does. because after all, they repre- eist Church whit Ben Cherlia
At the-ameetinir the Reds 'will ciellian groups This mearev-that re.tion. -- % rUlnet10Pr. Cur-fig Hays n yonyer
Thwest and Bro. M. M Hampton ministration took steps today to edintr T.
sent the people not themselves.
"Fixing"
""-•.__._._....._._L_Parkss_ A D Stark, A V. Reeves, 11_11.1.1.-ili new !f!.Pt their pre- wthin two menthe etch ermine ANSWERSt
Burial will ha in ow. eliminate say new excuse for •
.
V. N.
croritilTal•W
Merilichines. EcIwin Thor- Dotal for a political conference en 4171.. have IP foot their"(MT hill
Providenee cemetery. Nephews will scare-buying spree The atimlnic._
-7--l•-. .son
..
'S
They want to cost their vote in
Korea, to be held within three for things the army has been they shouild be. it would just
tration set aside an
act as
lbearers.
' mond. HocAre _Merfs7,7le,
JermInea
Claude Miller,
er Tuners Home of
MorTpouts of aluMnium,
Them a lot if the home folks indiMrs. Mendel Reaves: Their adHazel is in charge of arrangements. an extra three and a half million Brooklyn. New York man—Sal ettely. Virgil Gibbs, James Starr-Ix. lies turned . down the Red's oricate how they feel about some is"Al Cereme" turned tin at the vice would be appreciated but
Feinberg—has
blended
gadfly
to
a
Charlie' Gethrle. C. A Mt-Daniel cinal conference plan in, around*
pounds of copper, and bn extar 25sties
front in Korea today. but as a don't 'think they should be required
thousand tons of Steel for the use charge of giving a five-hundred vtlis Roes Pieseball. Henry Harris. tl•at It wouI0 have paved the way
Notional estIftra
of civilian industry during Aprl, dollar bribe to A University of Mince, C.... Jones. Robert rAlicersie. ter dragrirot in., other far eastern bullet proof vied. Allied infantry- to be present beceuse they have -men gave it a full w-orkoilt arairrat already served their term
Kentucky basketball plaflar
sois. nitlett and Mt" Rachel Row- 11110" bPsides Korea
May and June
'
emmunlet bullets And ahrennel,
Mrs S. A. Styles. I thIlvk
Thie means the civilian cutback
Feinberg made his plea in Plevz land home Demonstration egent
end then enthusiastically etsdarse4 but it dents rn hew
.EHICAGO Feb 46 -41.IP
won't be quite as !gift as the pre•
mmtanit enurt
are, ft—they are old eru;useh to re44th National Guard Division of dictions said it would be a month he was charted
from South Korea in their erred,
with bribing De* lierVit DAY FoltriarART
A 13if patrol wore the vests, dub- tire T Rue's it would be alrighi
Illinois entered federal se-tice ts- ago, when it was feared the Barnstable of
ro make moles for that Renublic
the Kentucky team faintest SIT A TV
bed "Al Capones"—deep Into Corn- for them not to be
ShT54FW
4. Columbia, Mo.,—Miss Lochie Fay day
makers of automobiles refrigera- to "share points"
The South Korean amenably lass
in KPrItliCkrii TO RF ABOUT IfltrtriVil
rrtmlit territory. The re'T's were
Hart of Murree has been appoint•
laint. Pat WatithmriathbalrifiatThe 75-hundred :eembers of the tors and radio sets would have to VAMP with
demanded that the Allies take back
Loyola Unieeraity of
enueht in • the open be alined 200 )tee, fine. I think they shoold.
etilo the junior staff of the Steph- Infantry were inducted into the slash their production schedules by
some concessions made to the Reis
Chicago in March of 1949.
Beds firing machineatme mortars
Here Is -the five-day weather
Freida 1Leviess; I guees it would
ens College weekly newspaper. federal service at 78 armories as much as 45 per cent.
.
in the supervision talks
•
and rifles; Btft all of them r'- be alright, but it should be up to
"Stephens Life."
•
The Loyola.',' frame was part of ferVenet fur Keetricke as relea.04
scattered through mist of the
A presidential fact-finding board
07m to 'decide about that.
The senior staff of the "Life" state.
recommended today that the na- the Methanol Invitational Tourna- by the OR weather Aureate for •h• 'The government at Milian ie turned alive.
temnreel, and burned up esnecially over the flit
One man was hit In the back
'for the next year will be chosen
The .guardsmen cemmanded by tion's. railroads should graht a so- ment held at Madison square Gar- nitrind h#ef nn
freen the students appointed to the Maier General Harry Brien. of called "Union Shop" to their one den on March 14th, 1949. The minting next Wednesday nieht: ' offer to let the Reds take joint with a burp run .buillOt. tie wasri
ROVDOUIS WOODED
••
Tmeneeetairee for the feyeAsey control over the mouth of the ITiri even scratched.
junior staff, Miss Hart Is a mem- Cairo. RI will spend 24 months on million shop, yard and track Lnyola team upset Kentucky. 67 to
991.199Kr.9._.Selgium. Feb. 15—
period
averaee from id* te Ri
On , the east hentruI trent,
alP1—King,'Beedouin was booed
ber of Beth Sigma Beta, social active duty
Workers. The board agreed with 17 58.
yiyht rla.rremt h.1w sosi...empa tevals.
The' Sopfili Wrisseli "Foy
sorority.
tr. CommimIst • comnany atiarked tire tedsy, as he entered a Reuse],
Early next week. special traine unions of the non-operating work- . Feinberg can be given a
five te-eiee Oleeneerhat enlaee Bend
else his bean formal Mike with UN neteitioris today Allred artIllett elltt,kje Pay tribute to the art..
Leichfe is the daughter of Mr. will move the division te Camp ers that the Union snop,. which re- year sentence, a 10
-thousand dollar
eito•say meat eats utile Amur. Payton to clear int reaSislis of held there left' ter t while. but tisei king The 'OCinerch
and Mrs George Hart of 304 Nortn Cooke, California, feir' nine months quires workers to join a union fine, or both for
Is almott
his bribery of eiereafter: The /Centricity normal rights and ownership.
rai
by Ithe Reds finally oteupied lone the only European king . not at4
Fourth Street in Murray.
within a stated time after they are Barrigtable.
of intensive training.
--.- I for the season Is 37 degrees.
Korea's liberation from the former position.
tending the funeral in London.

is to
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Bank Of Murray Observes Birthday

By United Press
State lawmakers have considered
and -voted on, proposals connected The little boy who was yelling
with school books and co-educato high heaven the other day is tion
in Louisville Public high
the son of 41.t. and Mrs. Harr/
schools but more- than a little atHampsher7HaAlso has a little sistention is going to another bill. leter, whom we have never seen signed
to raise between three-andyelling, but probably does et one-half
and four million dollars in
times.
new automobile tax money.
The Senate has passed the new
In spite of the cold weather, auto tax measure by a vote
of 13
tree and shrubs continued to put in favor, none opposed.
Th.a. money
out their buds. Either a lot of is to come from Kentucky
car
buds are going to get killed, or owners who, now, do not pay
taxes
we are going to have an early. on their vehicles.
Spring.
About. hat/ of the new revenue
about two-million dollars,
go
year old underwent a great tc local school districts in the
change last night at supper time. state, about one-million dollars Id
Said that he intended to be good slated for county school districts
and use good manners. Used per- and the remaining million dollars
fect English, said excuse me. and is to go to the state.
The bill has already passed in
'Thank you. Helped his little brother. Let his older brother alode the House anct now goes to GoverWhile he labored with his arith- nor Wetherby for his signature. It
is sponsored by Representative
metic. etc.
Cecil Sanders of Lancastee and
When something like that hap- Sevator Jack Reynolds of Mount
pens we always brace ourselves. Sterling.
It provides that, starting next
He will probably throw a vase
through the front window tonight January first, every ePurity cleekwould' have to deliver a list of
or kick the front door in.
automobile owners receiving been.e
plates once a week to the
Plodded around in the mud last
county
commissioner.
night covering up some new plants
;Receipt
of the list by the tax
that wife reported would die if it
'omrnissioner
would automatically
reached freezing.
give
him
the
right to list the.owner
- _
_.
of the cars for tax evasion.
PIM slow am these ea they wesild
. Car owners applying for license
plates ih' Kentucky would be rePut straw on them so they Would
mired to list their home counties.
have some protection.
Then county clerks would be required to forward all lists to reAfter it was all over, And mud spective
home counties.
was up to our knees, she rememUnder present laws, car owners
bered that they would die if it evade the auto
taxes by not batreached zero and not just freezing. ing their can on
tax rolls, or by
Got down to about $5 last night.
driving' to nearby counties to get
their licensesThis date lari year: the. British
Labor government defeated a resolution offered by Winston Churchill expressing lack of confidence
In the Laborites' ability tfrailmy
out an effettive defense policy in
concert with Britain's allies.
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March First
Is Deadline _
For Tax List

lihle Study
To Open Soon

Mrs. Jessie Simmons
Dies In Hazel
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Wave-Of Scare BpyingI Over Council Of - Some Progress Is Made In
Ai Business Returns To-Normal tioniemakers Exeha_ uge Of Prisoners Todv
ilnJIIS Meeting
alio

Inquiring
Reporter

Broadyn Man mends,_tbriuMstration

dies, assorted
$1400 Pr.

-adies Blouses in all
1$1.98, $2.95, $3.95

adies Rayon Panties,
Special
39c

Sweaters, Wool and
ma and broken lots,
Values to $6.95.
$1.00
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How Big Is I YOUR
An Atom Bomb

I.ose the patient to other
producing germs and so carnplieste his illness,

511.•.• otos.
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T
Hiceltgas
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Man Says
Down

1962

rts14 on a perfinerc.nce ,ao, gavo
Diamond. •
ound In
t-nataamma By L?D4C
ter the Uninp Pacific Ra#Itn
the glacial
at Lakes
1 111"Orti muIRLII4BI7IO COMPANY
By Dr. .1.. Outland
_
1050, Sanders work
Otmeolidatien of The Murray Lehrer. Tbe
ftah .74
(musty HeaRli Inieter
Calloway Thus.. and The
With
Tegio0.1
inununl
PIKTRIT
for the railroad stid
otion of infants.
'Wisconsin.
b4.4
ti
illksee-Herald. October M. 10* sad The West
lientucwiett, Jan. 17. MU
leathers need on longer experience
storied ais
'
'4 ilia- TheY ,a1MelleTir • e brought
By United Press
-horror
—
;the
Whespl
of
investig
as
nursing
act
rt
ators
hough
- Arm C WLLIAMS.
Ow
a child sick
buss eolith by glacie
—
PUBLISHER Used wisely, the licit-loci noise
Wheoping cough, I contagi
•a ith whooping cough. If the dimBy United Preis
i
f400 Sanders then sk
•
ous
,
Sons
Robert Sanders ,head might
How big is an atom bomb?
duease characterized by spasms
Ira ream* the right
,
relate um Advert:10mi Laft-re to the
beture
the
doctors
Out .tmeepo
—`
st
of ase should strike, however. prompt have :rade him some'
Mites
_.
money, I.:- their examination.
Five pounds? ten? one ton? ten coughing, can strike at all/
U Public Voice tterna which in Our opinion
•
time treatment by the doctor is importare not for the best Intermit tons?
thlt
is.
,o tthe year, but it is most
• ow readers
prevalent er.' for the child's immediate saferailroad pro:rptly swpre en*.
The
Uncle Sam's security mei' ,aren't durum the winter months.
ty and
Trouble was, the man with
to help him ward off
___.______
a warrant for his arrt.st tut h
The disease gets its name from serious
saying. But they dropped a hint
sound of a clock in his heoil,
after-etteets.
THE RENTLCRY PRAM AS'IOC
stop
di?- had disappeared. tick and rvi
Bo
NATION
lton-- lociar--ind it indicated that the the fact that, in the acute
'
cough or cheat cold don't delay.
duci
W
he'd get it the other way •
stais. ;
- 1117.pRitSENTATIVES. *ALLACI
hong.
•
et
IlhitMilwaukee police ilckeJ
WThMER CO. 0011 most .destructive force man has the victim is seized with spasms 44
9
incogrMediai
nesnuon
andly
safe,
ilitgally, that is.
helpe1tp
r
•
,
31 nhiPhis. Tenn: 250 Pars Ain. New York; MR al harnessed so far is small
Orde.
him up on a vagrancy charge and- fu
ugtulig which end in a prolom
Wjh
r
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sei ruSj or oldfallno
•
enough
to
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ew, Chicago; ea Selysten St.
its ri
for breath Viet scads like a
to get into a suitcase or a trunk.!
/ The landlord of &inners' prase. sWpped hint to Wyoming where, optics to disturb nature's process. It
a
11)Ila11
Out 'of a Washington hearing * 000.- The cmiehin• 0-teans
&nee, a county jail in Cheyenne. he pleedel guilty to ubtalti,t11; goes right to the teat of the trouble to
liMund M the Poet Wise, Ma r57. Kantuctu Oar traumnie
•
ntly bring Oa vegan
• eature soothe and heal raw, tenfiftee
came word that customs_eff, iesitbr
Wyoming, says Sanders
lliess as
theleoney' under false pretenses.
.
&
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inflamed Termini/I thembranes,
Second Class Menu
aometrines nosebleed or vim, to,
I.
have been ti Id to loolr'Mr
some „sumo using the tick-lock,
His jailers report that Sanders
nteed to please you or druggist
Mr
hemorrhage
Sheriff N. E. Tuck says Sandewu
t.,:obs in the luggage of tfrsoim
teas
There
was a L.,r,e „.t.en
has neither ticked nor tockt.d since
money. Cre041111St011ha3St001411
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made the money by makinz per.onung into the country.
the
teat
of many million' of Wm
0(JBSC
RLPT1ON RATS& By Carnes in Murray, par weeh llo pei
Oatrc
aeral appearance befoge insurance his arrest.
• A .house appropriatiou-eaMitilt- cough was considered an ineviripecttb. asc_ In Calbswag_aset_ast)einina a:wattle
table pan of childhood and
s. Per yeer.illikiNt *tee -tee released testimony by airCisai
The
investi
1
gaturs_and baffled acictorS. 1 Sanders says he won't'either...
there
siwhere. 116D3.
was
His current'
ant customs bureau coninuastorier lilts little to be done to prevent It.
, salmi Comte Cease CUM'Men Possum
,fame. and booking. says he's too run doe. it
.
— - -- —
But
that
picture
has changed with
'
4 David Sirubingerat 3 recent the develo
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An
i
o
pment
n
of an immunemost
closed meeting.
offici
htrubinger says mat own special- leg vaccine which will either prevent
main
whoopi
ng
cough
ly trained in how to detect an
YOUR
altogether. I
on J
atomic bernle. or parts of an atomic or result In a mild instead of a
severe
is
should
the
bomb, now are stationed M. every
disease
Roe
major American port The customs strike.
motif
inspectors, be said, knew son*
sons.
Who•pin gcoush has 'always been ;
thing few citizens know_mhat en
coma
severe threat to children under
iitorna bomb looks like, how it is three, and the younger
nie
ths
I
put together, and how big it is. th'' more dangerous
and I
his cease of •
And they are on guard against
e
tampin
g
cough
can
be.
env
For this
S.
attempt to smuggle It into fhb reason, children should be immuni
were
ete.
.country. particularly aboard any zed very early in life. ind
it is
ot the 30 to 40 ships from behind r,commended that ',very
baby m- leap
the iron • curtain which enter the ce:ve immunization against
whoopfa,
of New-York-every month.
int- cough between three and six
-16•••
menthe of age or earlier In
The
transcr
ipt
of
the
committ
ee's
wer.
the
event of an epidemic Many in-hearings also revealed that
_
there
was a 43 per cent increase in the tants. receive -combined immunizenumber of threats against Presi- lion.' a technique immunizing the
dent Truman in the year eriding
against diphtheria, whooping
child
cough, and tetanus all at Inee
last June 30 in all. the set
ret serWhoopi
ng cough Is caused by a
•,
• e investigated 36-hundred
and I
29 cases during the year, and 79 germ which gets into the nose or
throat
and
sets up infectios. Ite
persons were sent either to jail
early symptoms resemble those of
r to 'insane asylums.
a
heed
cold,
with a running nose,
WILLIAM P. CURLIN
GUTHRIE F. CROWE
The head of a aorean s.nage is slight fever. and cough. The pa- ORPORTATION of wealthy Russian*ate Highway Commissioner
State Police COnthlt3.5101ter
roxysm
s
of
coughin
g and whooping born Serge Rubinstein iabovei has
elected by secret ballot, with one
member of each Household casting mually do not appear until two been ordered by the U S. Immior three weeks after the onset
one vote.
of gration service, based on a finding
the disease Yet during this early I that his draft evasion
-he was
incubation stage. the diseime is most convicted In 1947 and
'
sentenced to
Vilely to be spread to others as ,he
years-constituted an 'act of
seek person coughs. sneezes, spits, astral tinpia
' .s,
.s
or talks and laughs.
tallitithaastelasi th. e-falereaf -anal/
Egiatneky's Cassmissismer of Highways
Because they resemble those of
has held jobs at all
Jewels of his department during the •lest
a-- cold, the early symptoms of
27 year. and has seen
1.1
the Work at building and maintaining highwa
Whooping cough are often neglected.
ys from all angles.
William P. Curlin was named commissioner
But delay in diagnosis and- medilast winter after
having been deputy commissioner since the Spring of 1948. The
cal treatment of the diasseM...=intment culminated a climb throag
pettish yjn the case of a very yt
h the
im•• of the Departihensea
reed-SpAil20-when CYTINI/Ma'whr15
-IP-ad, am mrlously jeopardize
Welt as a rod
p
man on a saveying crew in the Paducah
•
district.'
a. Click Pereen`a life.
F
In 1936 he was made assistant engineer
0111 City and Rural
in charge of rural
The child who suffers fro:n any
highways•for the district He resigned this
poet in ISO to take a
Dwellings
rimptcms which may mean whoopjob with the U.S. Corps of Engineers.
He returned to the Departing cough should be put to tied at with I'S
ment of Highways as assistant district
per cent savings
engineer at Aehland in
c,nce and the doctor caked immedia1947 and front there went to granhfort.
under Bureau" rates, on
tely If the illness proaes to he
Curtin received his engineering trainin
g at the Univerniti
approved homes.
whooping cough. the doctor', treat- modern
Rentimity and is a registered professional
engineer. Na 16 11
member of the American Society of Civil
ment will give the child his best Must be wired for electriclitismro. He a 1111110,
of Hickman and is 43 years old.
chance of warding off comp/ice.
He
lions, the most serious and most
married to the former Margaret rail
and.they have
eon and daiighter. He is a Presbyterian.
-common of which is pneumonia. SAVE THE
The new drugs used in treating
•
•
•
whooping cough can be given only
Glaris V. Crewe has been the Commis
sioner
of
State
Police
under the doctor's prescription an4
since the dePartment was activated in
June 1948.
supervision.
Prior to his appointment ho-pretenced
law in LaGrange. He
It is wise to keep the sitkchr•I
served as city judge there from 1938-14
41 and was a member of
away front others, for his Own
the State House of Representatives in
103 Gatlin Bids.
1942.
Crowe. 41_ is a veteran -4;d three arid
make____Iai well _AIL for those who
oneqitatf veal's" serviCe-ki
Phone MS—
the Navy. He is a graduate of Cumber
.catch
might
it. Visitors. may exland liniversity, Lebanon.
STASSIISUItY (above), Wes
Tenn_ and also attended the Univers
1011VAR
D
ity of Louisville and the University of Kentucky.
director of the U. S. Information
-Ha is president of the Kentucky Associa
service ta Taipeh. Formosa. his
tion cf Theatre Owners
and is a former commander ofithe
ante and a British skipper are re- '
Kentucky American Legion. •
He serves on the National Committee
ported safe on payment of $10.004
of the Legion and is a mesabey of several professional and
120.01n when the British steamei
fraternal organizations. He is a
Methodist.
Vangsang was stopped by a Chi
Crewe is an accomplished cartoon
neas junk in the Straits of For
ist and has had several
hems published Recent caricatures of
wounded whei
MOM. A alltahr
members of the Kentucky
General Assembly have attracted wide
the pirates flied on the stearner
attenti,o
He Is married to the former Sue Vance
Stansbury ar.d his wife were re
and has a daughter,
Betty Gwynn. U.
turning to Formosa from vacatios
Here's a Sure Way to Cut hauling
(totsenotiosid
In Hong Kongcoots
your job. Get a truck
that &di you more mileage on
.•
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"jobn Tom Taylor has

some of the best used

tractors and other farm

equipment that I }wive

seen in Murray

THREE GOOD USED TRAdTORS
Model "B" Allis Chalmers, Model--1-VtAldlis C14.1biaers,
and one Cub Farmall

Curlm Knows Road System;
Crowe Has _Variedinterests
twn, is.

;10,000 Ransom

New Easy Flow Fertilizer Distributors
• New Holland Hay Salem
Oae.eacept.
good used Holland Hay Baler at a
y- Bargain Price.
Brau&New...lilewiclea Farm Equipment.
Manure Spreaders aadSide Delivery Rakes.
Useel.Disc Harrows of various makes.
New and Used Black Hawk Corn Planters,
both tractor and horse draw.4
All Siao'Tractor Tim:At A•cpiscoluit

STANDARD FIRE
—INSURANCE

Difirettalat

The Wilsasi
Agencx

TAYLOR IMPLEMENT COMPANY

301 South fourth Street

Telephone 890

IX=

How you too, can reduce hauling costs on your job
on

•

gas and oil . . . that coats less
for upkeep ... that carries more
PnY1Qad. A_ truck like that will
really save you money!
Owners of Dodge "Job-Rated"
trucks enjoy the outstanding
-economy of trucks that are "Job-

7

Rated"—engirieeted

at the

Dodge factory to lit a specific
job. Because they're "Job Rated," these trucks stand up
better, save money.
Come in today and let us show
you how a Dodge "Job-Rated"

truck will cut your hauling costs.

Reduce costs with low, upkeepYou get such money-saving advent:tips as chrome-plated top
piaton Tinge. shan't valve mat
inserts, posit is e•prenture lubrication, and amity others.

I 14
e

aN-ed: 441.

wYt.

•

••

frrit

g

,
E-7

The 1,52 Ford Series
"Big Job" truck is powered by a comple
tely new Cargo King 145horsepower V-8 engine which is exclus
ive on this series Ford truck. The
5-Star Extra cab on this truck features man) comfort and
cons enience items. such as arm rests,
dome lights with
automatic door sviitellses, •ry-locIta us
both doors, cigar lathier. are.
di‘"*"
'
a
anaulaiios.
-4
44.
--?••••

-'•4:-J,ItEint.T001716$10a..i
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111kta,w-tetalitirola-eweesarmoswor---
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WE HAVE 6 VARIETY.OF-

MARKW

LEI,OFFIcE-&-.40ME TYPE

_
114spliss-MireThnes and Staple*
an trawl, and avaiiskia rda rrerr
awl
notice to solve your fastening probl
ems . „ . ago ether Matiswoll
office supply items.
.
.
..•
'Please Colt, Phone or Write Us

Tit LEDGER'.
Telephone 55-

TIMES
'

,...otarror

litiste 11,4,

-•

•

Reduce costs with osoomokol .•

power-Dodge truck enFines have
fouh-iaulTa-Ple--Pie"•r hishthr
aluminum pistols', compression
ratios as high as 7.0 to 1, and
other economy valets.

We ve saved-a lot of money
with Dodge'lob-Rated' Trucks':
"We're really sold on Dodge for all-'round econo
my and f'
. __dependability. Every one of out trucks has beeilippleeedby MOIMUCH
_.,_.arurp6arich
--11- Dodge and the whole fleet id standing up iri1--4-`lnift&T;Z
'
ons
=sure naves us money.
."Dodgc truclutiortainly fitoutnd_hoop_coolo-dowst
Orkmdo, Florida
.-r

.

Swim* costs with
_toods-Because a_,.

1•1 gar Foy•4.4
/time
tter weight
distribution, it carries more load
on the front axle. Aa a result, you
tan haul bigger payloads.

-ref(aka*iSrgfre-3-iii&y-7.7 kw-cose ttronsfrotert

hb*...

_ -

TAYLOR MOTOR CO.
301 S. 4th Stre
et.

Phone 1000
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afer Cough Relief

1.

111,
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ca new drug, Or old fail to stop
ir cough or Oast gold don't delay.
iomulsion contains only safe, helpproven ingredients and no narics to disturb nature's process. It
a right to the scat of the trouble to
nature soothe and heal raw, ten, inflamed brotichltratemb
aranteed to please you or dru
. Creomulsion hae s
million/ ef users.
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L tNEU P Saturday Night Is The Big One Lovillette
For Murray State At Western Nudged Out
Of Top Spot

SPORTS
Veterari golfer Lew Warsham is
the pace-setter going into today a
second_ naund of the $10,000 Texas
Open tourney.
f _
Worsham fir.d alga under par
63 yesterday to take a one-stroke
lead over Walter Romans of Rains-ore. Deadlocked for third with
65's are Charles Harter of Logansport, Indiana; Jackson
Bradley ef
Chicago and Julius Soros of Mid

_

Pines, North Carolina.
The big lineup of golfers enjoyed a field-day on the short.
6400 yard San Antonio course. A
total of 88 _players carded par cr
better.,
..•

Saturday night is the big one for 6124; forviard.
the 'Fhorobreds of Murray State
The Racers have racked...up 1858
NEW YO11.1‘ (1.1P-I-Tveme highCollege. A 'Win aVer the Western points in winning 18 and losing
scoring basketball stars tinally
Welterweight Billy Graham tang- Hilltoppers in Bowling
Green will senen, averaging 742 per game,
have budged big Clyde- Lovellette
es with middleweight Jimmy Hea- give them a share of the
Ohio while holding their oposition to of
ling in a 10-rounder at New Yorit Valley Conference
Kansas out of the top spot in
season crown.
1673,
a
66.9
average.
From
the
tonight. Graham is a solid fayorit
Coat& Harlan Hodges' team goes field the Racers are shooting .367, the race for individual scoring
The 20-year old Herring -will into the
honors.
contest with a 9-2 won mr.king good on 684 out of 1880
have about a 10A:sound weight ad- a
Both
Mart
Workman
of
West
record
in loop play. Coach attempts. At the free throw line
lost
vantage over 29-year old Irish, E Diddle's
team puts a 9-1 mares they are hitting at a .641 clip bn Virginia and Bobby Pettit of
•
...it. 5 5ti
Louisiana State have passed Love!on the line. The contest is the 488 of 761 tries.
lette who has led since the stast
last of the year for Mursay, but
Leading rebounder for Murray
was held to 13 points by Iowa
, Two New York Giant players Western still
St. James Palace, official seat
has three other games is Deweese with 285. Purcell fs of the season. Latest NCAA figur-s State the same night Workman
tO°
was
have been tagged as favorites' in to play, one
show that Workman is top man
of the British court. stands o. nthe..
a conference tilt with tops in assists with 116.
racking
up
36
against
Richmond.
the annual baseball players golf Evansville.
With an-average of 25.944 points
one-time. site of a homita. for 14,
UPI119tS
'
. "maidens that
tourney which opens in Miami
per game. Pettit is just .G03 of a Pettit inched ahead of the
were leprous," men.:
In conference play Murray lost
Kansan
point behind with a 25.941 average.' by scaring 26 points against
When Mrs. Raymond Lyons ef tioned in British history of 'the.
today.
to Eastern in Richmond 65-84 and
Geor• Lovellefte lost the lead when he .gia Tech and V agairest
Defending charrapion. Alvin Dark, to Western at Murray 64-77. WesJctinson county -burn her new year IWO,
Tutane.
Giant shortstop, and pitcher Jim tbrn has lost to Eastern in Richhome, she made use of the interHearn looked like winners in their mond 62-73.
mations- qn kitchens which she
tune-up rounds yesterday.
learned two years ago in her
The outcome of the battle win
Some 83 contestants will tee-oft have no bearing on seedirg for
homemakers club. As a result, sae
n winter-smart buyers'
today. They include major and the OVC tournament to be played'
has an attractive, time-sasong -and
NEW YORK (UP)-The Brookof tires
minor league baseball players arid, in Louisville February 21-23. Seedstep-saving room, says Miss 'Momlyn Dodgers got the jump on thesports writers.
ing is by complete season records
garet oPnder, home agent with the
'safer by far - Are
New York Giants although they
through February 16 and Western
University of Kentucky.
couldn't do it last fall.
ARMSTRONG
With
has already nailed down first spot
Competitiors in today's winter
Brooklyn became the first NaThe L-shaped room has built-en
In that department while Murray
•
schoolboy
There's
basketball
a
meet.
His
parents
have become
olympic events in Merway aren't
tional League team to sign all its
Mud and Snow Tires
cabtnette forming a contintheis
has definitely established itself
expected to encounter any parplayers when pitchers Ralph Bran- sensation at Hughes high in Cin- avid sports. fans for the fiestetime working
seeond.
surface. Beginning at the
their car!
On
cinnati
as
who
goggling,
fans
on,
in
their
fives.
A NW
ticular changes in the weather. The The Thorobreds are
ca and Clyde King and shortstop
defneding
position
sweating
college
and
To top it all off, Hughes will right, there is a mixing center
Oslo weather bureau says the merchampions of the OVC, both 7n sea- Power Reese tame to terms. The conches drooling. The rPaSs.
where
staples are stored en-step.nn-Ift play one game in the Cir,cinnan
GOODAIFAR
cury will remain around 32 deson and tournament play. Last year Giants have signed all except the first 15 games for Thiehes, he
Garden, usually reserved for col- shelves, so that nothing has to be
grees today and drop slightly topitching
Sal
ace
Maglie
who
wants
they
copped
moved
the season title by'
to reach another article.
has s,coeed 585 points,' an average lege headliners,'so the crowd can
4544000/451//S-6709
night.
defeating Western 77-70 at Mur- a big raise.
The same idea is used, for dishee
of 39 points per game..
be handled. College coaches arid
Conditions are considered branray in their last. regular confer'
at
the
left of the sink. Baking
it cost ,Brooklyn plenty to win
Cincinnati sports writers and their agents have been psppering
able for tomorrow's skating compeence game of the year, then wept the contract signing derby.
sheets, muffin tins and the like are
Reese,' broadcasters are comparing Robin the boy with offers.
trtion. And there is a prospect ors
,G4e4e0VEILet $11.90
1 on to defeat. the same Western The team
Stored
in, a file arrangenseot at
captain, will get an esti- Freeman, Jr.' with a player from
l'ght snow, which would help the
But his coach, Howard Grimes,
team 78-77 in the tournament sends. mated 35-thousand dollars:
men's downhill skiing event to-in Kentucky hilts- -team - Cerr wishes they Would wait. He safe, the cooking center. Toole, men as
finals before downing Eastern 92Branca. who served the now.furt. Creek-...who burned up ..the Na- "it's only fair to the boy and to the knives and spoons, are placed in
morrow.
89 in the -finals.
Blois in drawers.
-Thus home run pitch to Bobby Bona' high school tournament 23 school"
-Basketball star Bill Spivey wants
Leading the Murray attack Thomson. was raised to about 17- years ago. After- --the boy from
But Grimes only has .Robio's
to return to the Kentucky casket- against the Hilltoppers W11 he thousand dollars and King war the hills had made ftve in a row
- LOOKi
tall team The seven foot All: Guard Bennie Purcell and For- boosted to about 11-thousand. - • from near the center line. the' -good-interest at. heart. He's all ler
18 Months Uncont,
WILL PAY THIS WEEK
the boy he considers the best high
200 E. Main
referee asked him how he did it
Phone 288 American center quit the squad ward Garrett Beshear. Purcell with
ditional
Colaraele•
Reese. who broke in with the
tao months ago to "clear his name" 490 points in 25 games._a 19.2 ayeThe berg drawled. "wal. back school player he has ever seen.
Heavy Hem
24e
1940. had nis. best
Below Mail Orderimmegmimeir.nro
of suspicion inq the ceesicatball rare. has already established him- Dodges - in yeer
blot
"
, lee itrit home we allus practice outdoors, arreemans ambition to be a bet- Ushorio&
season last
11ci
Prices Too! -r
-Se4f awake highest scorer in Minbut htc
and I miss a few.
• its In 'far baeltelleaTI player bas ra bl
f
Cox
driving in if“--uns. Brenca won 13
.. 14c
ray history. Beehear with 392 points
here. it's easy. There ain't no to do everything but pitch a tert
and lost 12 in '51. Kink had a 14Eggs
Vie
alongside a basketball floor. He
In 24 games. a 18.2 average, has
wind."
Peters strbct
te
jechang
netke
e wttheslaqarei.
tcpped his 326 beet year that set 7 record, getting 13 of his victories
It's easy for Robin 'Freeman, too. played almost every day last sumrelief.
in
the previous ell-time high for one
His shots wither go-in or roll, mer. Before the school's squad be..Highest market price for hider '
season.
around the rim before falling away. gan practice last fall, he worked
Company
Probable starters for lbe Racers
He looks good even when missing out every day by himself at the
against the Hilltoppers, in addition'
__which isn't often. His field goal University of Cincinnati gym. If Booth 13th St
Phone 441
East Side Court Square
to Purcell and Beshear. will be
average for the .season Is :abrost that, wasn't enough. Robin -took
Residence Phone 441
Phone 135
Melvin Dess.•eese at centere_Charlie
if per cent, and on free throws out membership in two _flubs so
Lempler at retard and Joe Mikez
that
he
would
have
mars
percentage
opporthe
is a little ever 79
rward Rich Gott who has ea.
at
tunity to practice. His coach says
• .
per cent.
abltettecl himself es the fled rewhenever he is seen oft a basketsesve of the team, will also we
For all his accuracy. Retin isn't belle:aorta he has his little suitcase
action early In the game HA is a
big by modern baskethee stan- holding his equipment
dard, He's just five-feet-10 and a
Robin is a good student despite
eatt'silta
RICHMONO. Ky, (UPs-Rugged half idches -weighs 150 pnesnds.
his concentration on the sport. He
But Robin shoots like :he whir..
-kiniyeenty-enel-,
-A-11-Aenvi4made the honor roll the fleet two
cen candidate Don "Monk" Mein- college coaches thiek he can be.. grade periods at Hughes this year.
a
eke just managed to get by' a 14 their schools. He Tan fade away Re missed it last time because h.s
fighting Eastern 'Kentucky basket- from an opponent and !shoot from had four 8's and one C. Young
ball team at Richmond last night, any angle Freeman thinks that is Freeman isn't sure where he will
his greatest acset He learned by
60 to 59.
go to college after ha graduates
practicing last summer against tall
this. spring. That's keeping a lot
It was the 13thortraight win for college stars
of coaches itching and hopeful.
FRANKFORT, Vey. 11121_0ne the Dayton Fliers and their second
Freeman shoots what is known
He says, "Tm not even sure
Mate represertative hae apoloeized one-point success in a row .over a ap a'"dead" ball it has little or
what I want to study I may take
for his remarks laet week con- Kentucky opponent.
YES ... feeding no MAMA to brood sows beart spin's, it floats toward the bascerning the University of Ken. . Last week. the Fliers. nipped the ket. His finger tin control .delivers dentistry. or I may try to become
fore farrowing gives up up to twice as many
tucky's hospitality at a basketball University of Louisville Cardinals, a soft, accurate shot That uncanny a basketball coach," If he can
strong pigs - not one but 2-stork litters, as
game
72 to 71, in a thriller at the Louis- ability sterns from exceptional eye- coach, like he can play-a-yrowl
PIO MAMA tart.
And, a state senator has let it ville armory.
sight, lightning movement. long
be known that he has nothing
NITA and bony hands thlt cod Jura
pasta& asesnad I so. have. -hat
oralse for the university, its eic
short of his fniee-caps. Ws long
night's ball game just shoed wrap?Hall. and its athletic teams.
exceptional conup with five-and-one-half fingers give him
Repretientative John A. Head•ef ped
trol over one-handed shots. He
Up to 55,000.00
Owenebern last week turned loose minutes left. The Flyers led, 57 never uses two
hands. .
Cost $4.00 per year
an attack on the university be- to 50. but then Paul McBrayer's
combination of basketball
This'
cause, he said, he couldn't even we improved Eastern team began to
S. 2nd St.
Phone 386-J
Covers
-1-4now-how on the part of 18-yeara basketball came from the seat move.
old Robin Freeman draws nfnre Polio,
Lockjaw, Sleeping
Tom Holbrook scored on a free fans than a bachelor does girls
he had been itiven at the Kentucky
Sicknean. Leukemia, Spinal
-Miesiterippl game.
throw and Jim Baectitald, the haw year ,,Hrts exednite have 'reTO1111 CAR reprosorrts a large ismostroont . one NW* can't
easily be replaced and is srial worth protecting.
Eastern
mainstay-, made ;cod on a melted in jammed switchbisards Meningitis, Scarlet' Fever,
Head say's that euring hi, stateDiptherfe,
Smallpot.
Siena
hook
used
I'm your neighborhood AETNA '1-lows•-folla" Dealer, I'd a.
mistakenly
ment islet week he
shot-and Eastern trailed by from fans calling
to find ,.'it where
to help you protect 164 larestinersf • . to kelp if serve you bettor.
the evrenelve word:"shav'ng." He four points. Then hteineko scored he will appear on
The Wilson Insurance
a petticuter
Rargular check-ups and sorvice are this proved ways to koep your
says "that is an ugly word as I on a rebound from in close. but night. More
talk is spent on beeAgency
car, truck or tractot soiefully operat;ng longer . . more •cosaweically.
used it and my lack of imieemert Eastern's Dick Culbertson tossed ketball than
math or physics
The co6..44 recommendations ore made by loading IllifeasOfiV•
101 Gatlin Bldg
In so doing was lnexcueable" Head in a long shot.and a short. and whenever Hughes
engi•••rs . vas are equipped end prepared to perform Omni
High trachea
adds: "I wish to make it clear that I Eastern trailed by only two.
services gulcIdy, skillfully. economically.
did not intend to reflect 'mon the
Every weak tires, motor oil, battary. bead •sd tea liglots, windshield
Dayton Chuck Origsby flipped
cbaracter of any member of the
wipers sad blades should be checked.
foul
in
a
throw
then
to
make
it
U of K basketball team.
60 to 57 but Eastern
wasn't
.. clack tiros for people Inflatioa, beests, cats, oak
State Senator Homer - E Leseey
al%
through. Elmer Tolson, the big
and misalignment.
of Somerset took the !Ione In the
forward, drove in to score from In
upper chamber during the afterrime and Dayton led. 80 to
battery
•cbo
ch.c
ckh oill.v
r°1'weter tient elsertp, cables, tended% slos.
.
noon to say that e,he wneied Lo
with 18 seconds left Then,aDaytnn
clamps.
make it clear that he had not been
being on to 'the' ball' with the
•• almost hied mil 4.6 lighis.
one of those caiticiz ng the uniwip.sis old VA* -••■••
final' gun.
versity. Lowy msid
is proud of
•
&Mr MN miss pow ear look .
Dayton led. 16 to 14, at the
nstatehosii."
-sissise ea.
the university a
its teami.,and
oft Mir shojasst tesillelor chettillelk
_quarter, and has stretched its mar-vats-Said flier s not a bedgin to 14 points at halftime. but
in the se
111110111-., eolephgeles tisoneeelay S•hayeastiet*
multi-milikies 601ase, ads,
,Zaster. came back to outscore theprone lebriceats. propar ••••pasala, Ailed erarace.
litt -t611140unr
visitors 22 to 12 in the third quarMall
drete
But another state senatoe stuck
flush
your car's crankcase . . ref* using ALAN
••
ter and trail 48 to 44, going into
Prilas,uen Motor Oil. Pennzoil, Or Valvoline.
by hfli original criticism. Stenator
the final period.
_
111.- Tar the Pabricatioa
sia clams, oil and replace Air Sher.
C. W. A. McCann of Louisville re
,-/--Meineke. the Glint tenter, had
•
peated hLs charge that members
•• Check reciiefor and hos* for crrod
q
s•sadhnis.
• Tpu Wasit
points to lead -the Flyers. Tolthe general assembly had been
r
--- 4,
fader SA00 Rules your car ends
14•1111116111••
given the worst seats in the house, son led the Eastern Maroons' with
•
- t541. •
"They PUT us up rn /EFern
•
Protactsous
•
nest while there were plenty of
YI•11 • .cfqs, lispes4, niseek shed issifssit
▪ elloutiosselsop.
seats down near the floor" Mc. drat
,clean and r•fil/ trannieaw
You Need
ss.-eallidawalifiest with
_
Cann said.
-Iebr;cast.
pro
---• COLLEGE
bribery scandal. Yesterday, Spivey
Dayton sb. Eastern KY- Si)
bury WOW sass your sea's spark plugs seed service (MAW istkis
renuested reinstatement in a let- Fort Knife( 70, Ky. State 89
--•
will Ait•-1111• Ilselshir Spark Mewl.
s ter tq Univer_saty of Kentucky Pee, __Paducah .LC..12CalaPhallovale
your wore. Is•ffeefilve sperkppiw8 Aseo-Lit• ph*
oryae.
Mont freffnan
•
As proper lase} rating.
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Johnson Homemaker
Improves Kitchen
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Cede*Curios Lot of Weight

our job

Kerley

Kelley's Produce

Dayton Wins.
By One Point
Over. Eastern

stale

punt

•

'Polio Insurance

L.F.Thurmond Ccial & Feed Co.

-.GET.

with low upitimpis money-saving ad-

Philcheck
- Service
Lubricatioi

chrome-plated top

xhaust valve gnat
ive•-prengure lOhricasy otlieni.
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WANTED TO RENT

Popcorn Land

•

with bigger pay.
te a
!Via.
better weight
t carries more load
sle. As a result, you
I' payloads.

•

Th•

Basketball Scores

tin.rt•ottenVo/7...

EKS

75 or 100 Acres

Two...antes are scheduled ioniiht
HIOHAICHOOL
In the National Basketball Amocia- itopkinaville _$3, Crofton 43
tton Nsw York platys Baltimore
Trigg Co. 47, Pembroke 41
and Indianapolis plays Philadelphia
Cromwell 94, Kyrock 54
In a -Piti4edelphis-elostble-he4der Powell Co. 78, Kirksville 88
Benton
. LA' _In :last - night's eame.--flo•h• seer
ltsamr. Mrr. 118
hest Syracuse 72-76. Fort Wayne
Princeton al. Auburn 41
heat Boston 94-90, Indianapolis beat
P•emis,
Tenn
53. Si, Mary's :50
Fourth Street
Baltimore 89-611, and Minneapolis
Dawson Springs 93„ Morton.*
_beat _Milwaukee 108-74.
Gap 84.
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HE
SERVICE STATION
ST/

200 North

Wins flues or other eieeie•s f.11 due
when yew weed gas,
aCCOISOrae, w.1 be leigMys pleased to lerre yea.
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Telephone No. 665
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WOMEN'S'PAGE Club News Activities
3e Borkeen,Editor
Miss Dela Outland
Hostess At Meeting
Of Pottertown Club

4..
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Miss LillieSuggs and Pvt. Henry Thomas
Adams Married Saturday At Corinth, Miss.

Miss Dela Outland was hostage
for the all de,' meeting of the
Pettertown Homennkeeg Cleb el
her home Tuesday beginning
ten o'clock with Mrs. Lowry Parker pres•ding.
The devotion was gtven by Mrs.
Orta Key. Mrs. J. A. Cunene
gave in thteresting report on her
trip to Farm and Home w•sek in
Lexington.
-The Social Hour" was the subjeca
Of the lesson -given by Mrs.
bourn McCiaiston.
Hrs. T. B. Culpepper led the
group in playing games and contests using the valentine theme.
Mrs, it L. Cooper and Mrs. _Billy
Crook will give the cliabn -radio
program April 4 on. the subleet.
-Preparing Meals For The Convale/ice/Me
All members were preened recept one with three muides---Mrs,
Jack Colson. Mrs. Pete Farley and
Mrs Ray Boatwright
The next meeting will oe heldin the home of Mrs. J A Outland
on March 11.

city,

Edwards .4nd Grouse Wed
S.

ean

Scout News
Troop it
Diane Elkins
For our last meeting we had a
valentine's party at Mrs. L•1113129
house. The chairman of the party
legs Mary Lee Outland who organized committees. The game committee was Delura Yount and Nee"
n a Ragsdale. The refreshment COMmittee consisted of Ann and GsYie
Douglas. Carolyn Wallis andSharon McIntosh.
We had a program and
recited poems, told variouschlstories,
den
Or Sang rungs. We gave our aues
at that meeting to the heatt fund
drive. After the refreshment. were
served we all went to our homes.
We have chosen captains; end as
soon as it is worm and pretty, we
are going to have a softball tournament.
Troop 6
Lynn Halls. Scribe
We were still discussing and plans
sting for ow valentine!. party whicn
we had Thiersdeyenight et ilia scout
cabin. We worked on skirts that
e are to wear.
Troop 'I
Mary Jane Austin. Scribe
Our meeting was held_ Thursda
afternoon because of the PTA meat.
ins. We had our Valentine's party..
Mrs_ Rue Chreristaehehouse-

• ••

, mai

W eddings Locals

Jo Nene Edwards. youngest
e
Senior Troop
Shirley Caney, Scribe
denalitsr of Ms. Eunice Edwards
of allicrtield and the late Orville
We haven't had' a meeting in
Edwerdnolormerly of this county.
two or three weeks because nue
leeder Ilden Tuck has been out of
was married to Vester Cr use. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crouse of
Murray in • double ring Ceremony
Mr And Mrs. Llese) Thames Adams
performed Saturdsy, Febauary sec,
ond.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Suggs of Lynn Grove announce
Rev. R. W. Young peed
the matriage of their daughter, Lillie, tb Pvt. Henry
ceremony at his home in Corinth. Thomas Adams, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Adams, 509
Miss.
Poplar, Murray.
The Minnie Graves Circle of the
Attending- the couple were Mr.
Woman's Missionary Societe of the
was read Saturday, February
'
The beautiful
and Mee Calvin Arnett hielliallenr.
First Baptist Church met at the
The bride wore a dress of navy 9, in the home of Dr. Tr T. Young, D. D., Corinth, Mis'home of Mrs. Fred Oingtes en
crepe with rhiaestone teem,
• ppi.
Farmer Avenue Teesdein afentemon
white coat and esthete incessoritne
attractwo-brunette, chose at one tecioek
For the occasion the bride,
in white. Her Corsage 'vas of pinkl
During the afternoon the ladies
a navy crepe jacket-dress, with navy and white accescarnations.
quilted a quilt for the church misMrs Arnett choee an aqua creee sories, and a corsage of red carnations.
sion at Five Pomes to give some
Their only attenuants-were friends al the bride, Miss
dress with a corsage of white carneedy member.
e I
nations.
Joette Lassiter and Miss Lou Ann Lawrence.
Refreshments were served to the
The couple will resitie with the
Mrs. Adams plans _tolfurther her education at Lynn members and suede:bridegroom's parents at Murray.
Pvt. Adamf Witt return-to -111s Guests were Mrs. Ivan Outland
Grose high school,
MN. Crouse will continue her
and Mrs. William B. Crawford
studies at Mayfield High School post near Augusta, Georgia..

•
Mrs. Fred Gingles
Opens Home For
Circle Work Meet

'

F
.
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Black, Navy An)Grey Predominant Colors Southern Wlitrititraff Book Tolls How
.Aingt. Anything,
In The Easter Parade Of Spring Dresses' To Hex.
By Called Tress
evening; a jewelled wbitn, nice
KNOR11114a,*TIM .4/#1*-4 'A Iniewing
bell Wien flint nicks,
The big question about spring collar is added to asytime dresses practicing disciple pt witchcraft pins spa hetet, hairs with dashes
fashion could be---what ever be- Of wool.
mid wives with Went husband/ of seetili•rillead !Woe none for nine
came of the slinky full-length eveSome of the daytime dreelses need ad, use a aly trick,of socery cgasicuely4
the sborcerer
ning gown?
lier
ig A nine peachtree
rival Suits as the (me outfit . the to frustrate the plans of their two- whips it e
For, if you case the spring lines woman plans for spring.
timing mates,
switches, pours it into a running
[torn the top designers, you will
Designer Mollie Paring refers • If the lonely Wife will led wrap steeind and exelainis, "1 do this in
find the .elinging. full leggth for- to her daytime dresses as "walk- one of his neckties tightly aloun
the mime of the Lot.d for peace to
mal about as rare as uranium. The tug" costumes--and makes them her leg when the renal leaves f
conquer my enemy." It is good for
bulk of dresses for Wring and full-skirted end cut like a coat, or • date, he'll find It impossible( to variefla business and love affairs.
summer evening wear are short__ else adds white at collar and cuffs make any headway in his outside
One involved In a court case.
either ballerina length or an inch to her basic full -skirted woolen. courtship.
powders
peace
sprinkle
in those fcr
or so below daytime lenge'''. And
Daytime ,dresses,
It's all there in Dr. °kite Lee may
skirts either billow out with downs evening, are mostly full- skirted. &oldie's little black burek, along around the court notese, especiallY
of yards at their own fabric--or Scam have a multitude if pleats with his other "recipes" iv: "lay- "where the judge and the big men
else stand out, umbrella-Rice, over -others are gored. Designer Chris- ing a burden on your enemy's sit."
Yards of petticoning,
tian Dior of .Paris lengthens the heart,"" "winning court cases.' - The pages of the witch's lore tell
Move on up the figure, and hemline of his daytime costumes. "busting up a party" and causing how to make an enemy "fall like
a devil" by doing certain things
you'll find that waistenee invarMany of the daytime dresses are "sudden death."
iably are as snug as a cocoon-and sleeveless. Claire McCardell, or
The Knoxville witch doctor who .10 an onion.
shoulders ate bared to the weather instance, makes one of posit-and doopped cut the cure-alls was him.
Love Made Easy
mauve printed silk shentung, with self a' "sudden death" vi3tim. A.
more than in many a yeir.
An unrequited. male lover can
-Sometimes the teesignere hide matching wrap-and-tie jacket
woman who said the Negto put it db wonders
with a needle which
Black, nevy and grey tire the 24-hour death hex on he; sent, a
the bareness temporaran. As in
has been used be sew up a gown
the case, of a dress with mom- predominant colors. But look also bullet into his brain.
for a corpse. He simply eticks it
panylng stole or bolero will for the brighter blues, the beiges,
.
C0021 VIOINS Book
into the shoe of his heart t desire
make it appropriate for daytime mauve and flesh pink.
The little ,black book. was intro- and she
Is all his.
• •
street wear. But remove the thou!' '
duced as evidence at the trial of
You can win the love of the opder casement and the chess -"be•
•
Alberta Jefferson, who argued that posite
sex with Roddle's bewitchconies a dinner frock-good for
his witchcraft was responsible for
ing powder by sprinkling It on
any but the most formal of occaher killine him.
them when you "pretend to dust
sions
Perhaps /toddle failed to take them off
with your handkerchief."
Designer , Oleg Cassini wants
some of 'his own advice which es
some of the shoulder bareness
written In the little black book.
You, can "bust up people" with
covered just ever 30 slightly.- Some
By United Press
He could have concocted 71 "lucky an egg. You can give them "runof his bare-topped iroeic.s have
Archeologist Wendell Phillips has hand" of _rattlesnake potion John ning feet" with. "chasing dust
'
cording criss-crossing over the suffered a bruel blow in his ex- the Conqueror root and love You can "induce a
fun" with skis
shoulders. • Others have a narrow pedition to Marib, the ancient aty powder. Worn pinned to the un- scraped from the
bottom of your
bit of collar which Makes no at- in Lemen, Arabia, which be be- derwear, it is good for- three feet. You can
"rebuild your natempt to cover the low-scooped lievea was the site of the capital months' service.
tam" with "coon root and whis14es
of the teemen of Straw.
-The-bank- says Ihoddlis could havo ker-Y..'
The kinp
Lemen had approved protected his home with a witch"
Perty likesses
Designer Cecil Chapman—famous the expedition. But when the work fire made of old dude and
Sulphite
or' her frothy looking party dress- was about half linishea, suddenly, The ashes .from the blaze, with
a
es-calls her silhouette the "dol I as the result of an order by the bit of black pepper stirred
in, may
look" this spring. The idea be- king's brother, the whole expedi- be scattered about the yard
Artistic Flower
to pro.
ing, she explains, to make the tion was arrested and all its photte vide defense
agidnat evil.
waistline look small above the graphs, drawings and otehr discovARRANGEMENTS
folds of skirt,
cries confiscated.
Penned in
n green
ldslebe
ih
ink„the
tenni*
For All Occasions
This Spring,. this dgeigner us23
The scholar/ were held for ell pa" for a witch's :
ot might have
usual Melon .net, silk taffeta- days and then released and allow' been the same
used by Shakeover white organelle:ear nylen tulle ed to proceed'to eteelen.
speare's trio in Macbeth. After
ovet organdy. or taffeta for many
Inge not clear yet whether the

re eo °gist
Suffers Blow

layers of skirting.
Lemen authoring. though Phillips
Designer Hannah Troy features was trying to take out more art
softly draped necklines, tot low, objects found at Marie than the
and billowing skirts' sometimes agreement provided for, or wheth%
pleated and always held At by at Cr the detention was the iesult. of
freest one pettaseat One Rosebun a palace row in Lemen.
print, ania black shantene beckground has a wide-v neck and
The loWey sausage is Soft an
snug, threw-quarter sleeves. A blue Important part di the functioning
silk shantung low-cut tires' and of medicine's new aitificial kidney.
Jacket have an umbrella pleated
The artificial -.kidney is a big
skirt.
machine containing two piciragiaes
Part of the big news for spring cylinders, which allow human klen
evening wear is in the fabrics the neys to rest and recover !II cases
designees' are using. at severe illness.
Adele Simpson uses silk woven
In a dielnonstration at -on Anto look like twellre silk woven to geles General Hospital, a patient
look like linen, or cottons woven uikh a severe .kidney ailment hint
Where she Is a senior.- •
SHIRLEY FLORIST
• • in _
•
to look like silk bececad,es. Some of his blood cleansed by the artificial
'Murray's Largest and Best'
her
dress
frocks
are
made
of
linen,
kidney—and 200 feet of- sausage
Ons 4 the ountandeng events of
SOO N:4th
Phe Ur,
eyelet ettebroidered or gilt ernValentine's day was the canaseebrotdered.
luncheon at the home of Mrs MaFriday, Fen:nary Li
_ One of Mrs. Simpson's Pink_lnien.
- • le _le
bel Schultz on Olive Street Thursar
The Russell's Chapel WSCS will
dresses has powder-ppff . sized inday at one o'clock,
ineirn
n.
g
all.day _meeting begm
serts of matching silk chifOn. The
Hostemes for the lovely occasion have an .
D L at ten o'clock at the church.
were Mrs Schulz. Mee
skirt is full.
date.
Hattie Carnegie uses elution
Diveltsiss. Mrs. Paul Gholson and be" please lutechange in
folded or shirred. She cuts out
"
Mrs. ?red Schultz.
The Norm Murray homernakers
black lace designe and apple:01es
The house was beautiful!). decee
rated thmerhtntt in the emeetree, Club will meet with Mrs. Claud
them on white organdy. Sae uses
.e'doice
white- net with a big lace pattern
theme. A large red heart trimmed Miller at ten-their:y
laid over yellow organza. Or, she
in lace adorned the large imerer
kereems.s.
cen!ma
itobertt
Circwoirtdh H
ai winee
.ube welr
embroiders white or;•andy with
over the buffet Satin st.winte-si ciTh
linen thread to make it took like
hung from die heart °trier seee
hr ris • at ten o'cleck.
heavy lace.
mangem ents of candied tuft- end `r
.
Everyday Fabrics
red- earnsnone were used it vanMn Otto rawio_win
But it takes designer Jane Derbs
tage points throughout tie housewest
Italitemakees
to the
to reach right into the everydas
gen o'clock.
wag
'table. Club .at her house
Each of the nine "
fabrics and transform them • into
held a centerpiece of is m:mature
'glamorous evenine 'clothes.
red heart atel red and wh:te carhi
Hargis
Will
be
Henry
Mrs
Miss Derby. winner last year of
nations surrounded by lace The tess to the !South Murray Homethe New York fashion critics'
•
table was centered with s makers Club at her home it ten
award, uses denim for a id:rimer"green plant In a bronze container. oneeeie
The hostesses who wore corsages
•••
a---- dress. It hes a' blue denim accorNancyTaytee
W. G. Foster
dion pleated skirt, a bare top
of red and white,carnatiors. serv' '
Saturday. Febragry
white hand-crocheted cotton,
ed a delicious luncheon to the
explanation
The Woman's Associatien of the.
immediate
only
" was the
WENT WSONO,
"SOMETHING
.
brief
crocheted iacket.
Miens
Church ,
Stewardess Nancy Taylor, 22, Miami, Fla., after die escaped death
•• •
College. PreehYierien,
She also uses denim In s grey.
have
hohn hhe
m"4t
crash of Um NaUonal airline.. DC-41 transport tn Elizabeth, N. j. all** full -skirted dress' and charcoal
is shown (above) being interviewed just after her miraculous escagnee eeey dentin, trimmed wit's black
Sture'llegiiiiiing at eight o
In the mahung.
erseme
Pilot Wayne Foster. 47, Coral Gables, Fla., was killed, (lifentatiose3 velvet, in a bare-topped jacket
•••
drew.
la
February
Meaday.
- Mr. and Mrs Ralph Vernon Tim.
MISS Derby also use's
aw far
The Penny Homemaker. Cl'a
ney of Appalachia. Va aanounce
the brier° which tops one Meendeer
will meet with Mrs. J. -E. W•Adro;"
the birth of a son. Michael
chiffon
outfit.
• ,,
iielbek.
'V
Dwight. Mrs. Dell Finney. mother at ten
Belding adds glitter to both day•••
of
Finney. of Murray has re4 time and evening dresses this
turned from • visit with her son.
TessideRWkieller IS
1 spring. Heavily-encrusted
pearl
and family.
The following circles et 1,
• • •
and rhinestone lapels mnke evee• Wifile Walter C. eeeliams. Jr, III WSCS of the First lift-thodi
•
wraps
out
of camel.' hair coat..
Ins
Murree and her paints. Mr. sad Cnurch will meet at two-thin
---, Jewelled ribbon embroidery IS US.
011
..1 Mrs. J R. Riley of Paris Tenn_ i *clock as follows:
ed on silk shantung taff.tas
Vete In lilerriphis, Tenn., last Sun- I Circle I with Mrs A F. Duran
day where Mrs W I.air s dttended with Mrs Lee Humphreys is zothe Rubenstein concert
Wen es. •
Mist Estelle Houston le c onfined .Circle 11 with Mr's CalLe Jones
to her home after having .-eceived with Mrs. Issie -Brown ..• coa broken arm last week
hostess. Mrs. Verficen• Stubulefield
- Sr: program leader
Circle III with Mrs.'Bryan Tinley.
Mrs Richard Tuck 'guest speaker.

ceremony

•

e

an

Jo

Social Calendar IF STEWARDESS LIVED, PILOT

-

Cal 1307-J

BOB THOMAS
Florist and Gift Shop

BOB BATS;

An
-d Let's

-1-P111130NAL5

Bob has had lots of experience in the restaurant business,

'HITS PORT AUTHORITY ON AIR CRASH

41.

having owned "Bob's Cafe" in Hazel several years.

me

Bob Cass Has Purchased

Girl, 17, Missing

THE COLLEGE GRILL

Dancing;
---4-

•

Across From the Campus on l6th-Street

• e•
• Tete Wnrimmes Minionaryneociety
of the First Baptist Chutcn will
ideas •general. program meeting
at the church at ten-Thirty treletin---- •• •
,
The Murk Depbetmentenf
_Murray Woman's 'Club :will ine-4,
it the club, house at sweenelnirty
o'clock.,
•

and he invites everyosn,-tostop -in for "SOME OF
BEST FOOD IN MURRAY."
ie

•

e

"0 • •

•••

Pretudly Presents

Jack-Sunla cupand -6-6
-0-rat-•-tr
•
Satuy Night

Feb'. 16th

wilt meet with Uri. hherwemi Potts
at ten teciick.
•••
*
Weitnesehry. February ite
The J. N. Williams chapter uf 'he
United Danghtere of the Confer:tererr-WM-Mem with -1 -Ire-nry,
Elliott at. two-thirty o'clock weh '
presents a Mattel!
NI. ALFRED 0. SIDAINSKI (D), New Jersey, we
Mrs. Homer Williams and Mrs. AO steer FOitabeth, scene of• thlrd tragic alertMilts to headlines it
nerteldneseee-ameniciantisese
he deserter as he explains In Washingtoe
e joint resolution whisk
would revoke congressional endorsemen ,f an agreement between
• /,•
Jersey and New York ender which
New
s
New York Port autholity
F
1
,
rt in 194.7. Blerienaki charged
Community Talent ight will be took over operation of the Newark r
Rouse
'peals
that
In
a
an
inver-h.--rett
of
the 'Port authority hele111
h'el 4_i_seiren
held at Almo High
Shen that It has powers excenee inetie of Congeal'." enstentatioenhe
thirty hcloek.

-11URBECUE, HOME MADE PIES,SANDWICHES
i

STEAKS, CHOPS, OYSTE43.S.

WHEREABOUTS of Colette Brewer.
;eh is being feetight_by her mother. Mrs. Wilbur Cadet ol Porter
8
4
;county, Indiana, Who said the
t daughter (above) has been missing since 'September, 1950. She
disappeared with a high school
girl companion who was traced to
Springneld, 0. The girl said she
lied Colette separeted whin in IIIIImuimwimmmmminmmiimanmr
ehiferthaisajj
e
iCleveland. en-

Visit Us - Bring The Family

Open Sunday
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ene involved in a court case
powders
sprinkle
peace
,y
iund the court noise, especially
here the Judge and the •big men

QR SALE: Very nice white
Chinese geese and eggs for sale.
Rtrashnidgy priced. E. G.
CrOalaY
arina,)11. F15P
R SALE: 1978 Jeep- Station
Wagon, very clean, good tires.
see at Crass Furniture Co.
F Ige

fhe pages of the witch's lore tell
w to make an enemy "fall like
devil" by doing certain thing
an onion.

To the St. John Baptist Cuurch,
The First Baptist Church,
T
Cdurea
Of Christ, Mt. Horeb F. B. Church,
Waimea Ceapel, Employees of Murray Lurber, Co., Calloway T.drnber
Co., Wholesale Co., Pete Palmer
Barn, Belk-Settle Store, Wefts Furtient Jerk Farmer, Red Cross
and
the community in general:
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Ladino I,eads In

Tim.r.aera

CARD , OF THANES

•
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TEE LEDGER AND TIMES4IURRAY, KENTUCKY '
binatiOn becaose it makes some
pasture every month of: the year.
tlpt pirtured in the /AB, it
bolt up large liveetock and males
a
tter winter pasture than any
•.
Ladino clover has established itself as the leading pastiite among' cover Cr. p used li.eally. They sail,
ti
makes
Fulton county farmers, says Johli lso that the
Id. Watts, University , of Kentucky , a valuable seed - crop, .stroWing
county agent. He acids, however,' more profit than most row crops
that :it is best used• With Ky 311 while it is improving eiseezoil.
fescue, the latter prevenedig bloat!
End else increasing the amount el
pasture. There now are ^out 34,000 acres of improved pasture in
the eounty, a third of that amount
being seeded the past year.
.
Farmers ray, thcy like the corn- 1
s ,

UMT Program Is
Hoax
. ,Johnson
Senator Edwin Johnson has

de'
.tbe proposed Universal
nounced
telitary training program as 4

I

, Courses For
dsnion "

Fulton 1).-Istures

&dews.,for sock insertIon.

FOR SALE

1.1 •
•

'
•-wegaegeri
n...yerwr

anarri•am
,

wing a teal istatie that rdcka
a and brorse hairs with dashes
saltpetn6 and blue stone for nine
Metalled nihtga, the sborcerer
spa it veifh nine peachtree
Itcbes, pours it into a running
rani and exclaims, '1 do this to
• name of the Lord for peace to
mug my enemy. It is good for
:ij business and love affairs.

'

'ctt't
oAkoktJA%

eat For
,The Thrifty

Shqrt courses fur beet cattle
herdsmen will be held at the
Western
Kentuaky Experiment
Substation at Princeton Feb. 20-22
and the Experiment Station at
Lexington February 25-27. The pure
poee of the courses will be to
give information on feeding fitting
and selling purebred cattie. The
Kentucky Hereford Association is
cooperating with the University of
Kentucky in 'holding the courses,
Last,year. the Kentucky AberdeenAngus Breeders. Association cooperated in similar courses.

yfielVty

Dder.t for
-Veal; ta, the
name of bulletin No. 1906. available
at . the 1.1 niversite4 pf Kenieeiry
College of Agnelli-titre and Home
Economics at Lexington. It suffers
suggestions on buying and preparing ecommical cuts of maey need*
of meat. Copies raey be ;lad also
from officet of county and house
agents.

'§A
rc ful ii the great 0-inoc
River in -Venezuela thet whsre I
flows through the 'sq-calied
gesture 1 ; cobstritiloti tat Ciudad.
BotiVars Abe • elmnnel hal •boof
scoured out over the centuries 10a depths of 262efiset bfi/pw. lea deed:
. .
vancemtent after the fi;tt 'betties
ment in 1867, seen* tee title
"The Magic City," aczorSiai to laformation in the arelsivee depart.
ment, University of Wyoming line
WY.

_ The Colorado Democrat said in
a television debate with draft
rector "Lewis Hershey that ender
present UMT, plans, out yoisths
I can't think of
*AY words that would received six months of "skinc( uld empress my thanks and ap- deep" training. Then, he said, they
•
precietion to you for your generous v.ould be at the mercy of the PenR RP:NT: -Two room
ap.wunea. Eiscu.kaur_furnished
ecraippel contributions whist, mad
,it W
lagon for seven and one-half yeerset
,
.
601 West Main, Phone 113-J. Fl5p . sible-for rile to enter my grandson.
The proposed legislation calls
Robert Swader, in the hospital ef for Eix-months training fol. all
Building Can Be., Used
treatment. I shall ever be gratful 13-year old males folled
ov.
by
Exterior Should
Batorday, Febrarry 16, 1752
For Hiposehold Storal_ e I.+ you andra
pray that
at the Lord may seven and one-half tears :n the
'With
Outside of
reward you for your generosity,' reserves. Hershey defended th3
Prospective home builders or
E BUY Junk cars and scrap
essu
Feign
Fair
For
/1:45 Songs of the West
• Mrs, Agee Kinky
uniformity of appearancs,
program as a means of getting buyers should keep in mind that
metal---2derray Scrap Iron Coin
6:15 Farm Fair
the exterior of the garage should
-every American to do his 'share. they will need storage space for
12 00 News
pasy. East of Railroad or, Main
match the exterior of the house.
I:30 CallovrAy Capers
12 15 Luncheon Muse:
He also said he would not object equipment used in the mainteDuring World War II the bitu- to
This is a rule of design for
street. Phine 1078-M
12 45 Saddle Serenade
drafting women in a serious nance of the house and grounds.
an Via" Sports Parade
977P rninous cod i industry supplied
attached garage and for
7:UP
12 30 Saddle Serenade
-the national emergency. However, now: This can be provided in the
W‘its.ner
any
_
separate
country
garage.
with half of its total fuel is "not
• -garage close enough to
1:00 All Stars to 2.(3)
7:00 New,
the time," her-said, "to
ths dwelling so that both
The storage problem was virand energy requirements.
SP-SC.1AL -,--•
build2:00 News
draft all women." ---1:4
c..,.
•
WaL
her
tually
Ines
nun-exist
are
in
ent
the
seen
clays
at
the same time.
6 x 6 -Linoleum Tile
2:00 Verity Time to 3:00
when houses were built over full
- Color harmony is
x 9 Linoleum Tile
Watcher
300 News
basements, but many modern
'
important. In nearly all
1°e
7:45 Clocic Watcher
cases,
6 IL 9 Asphalt Tile
3:05 Postcard Parade to 5:00
homes have no basements or only
Se
the roof is the largest single
partial basements to. aceommo8-00 lewa
PADUCAH SERVICE
5:00 Sports Parade
broken area of a building unplantc.asac
d.ate_heat
and
tilat,
•
ing
- the hey factor in HS
2,723- Tennessee-5.15 -Country filtrate firre---r-rexterior aptanks.
Paducah, Ky.
pearance.
V 30 Mystery Shopper
5:30 &lush: for Saturday
wff se29p
Actually, basement storage
Thc variety of solid and
5:45 Music for Saturday
6:45 Keno Griffin
sonee is the most ecoresmical an
blend-ea
ed colors in which asphalt
-1:1:0T Wonting ligrocis
News
cost per cubic foot. When there is
E WILL P?tY you $1.00 per 10f:
gles are made makes this shin6.15
Tobacco
9.15
Morning
Program
besement,
no
Ntoode
however,
matelbs for your dry cotioa raga,
facilities
rial well-suited for solving
e:30 off the Record
•
I rank t'oelba
for
xage Must be peGvie-ri at
color
mammies. We will buy your Junk
harmony problems. Shingles
genund
level
of
6:45 Three Suns
car, or truck, batteries, end sc:ap
945 Public Service Show
exactly
the
sante
color
Designed and constructed with TfEls garsze is under
can be
7:00 With the Bands
iron We buy from 1 to ft pen. at
IU:k10 rit'Verl
this purpose in mind, the garage roof as the house, but the sarv__: selected for both the house and
715 With the Bands
1/aughne Store, Five Points
W. 0„.0.
makza an excellent utility build- style projeetisn over a hip, roof- the garage. Or choose for the, 10:15 Western' ilouneun
the garage garage asphalt shingles
'•:30 Murray-Western te
Louie Demi, Phone 695 J-3.
ing in addition to providing a adds variety to the design.
which. 10:30 Musical Vatittes
In
AP:plait j blend with, but do not
Piattertunie hi 1000
shelter for the auiomobile,
match. 10:45 Musical Vim*.
ehIngles are blended.
_
'the roofing on the heuge.
10:00 News
ECTRIC SUPPLIES for house
1E00, 1340 Club '
•IL
I 10:15 Listeners Reftliget to
wiring at wholesale or relit',
11:15 1340 Club' •
•••••••
11:00 Sign
Good shah of range and'eptranc:
II:30 Songs orlbicable at Morgan's, Bentoe, Ky.
Fltie
Sunday, February 17, 1952

FOR. MINT..

Love Made Easy
An unrequited male lover can
wonders with a needle which
a been used to sew up a gown
r a corpse. He simply sticks it
to the shoe of his hearts desire
si she is all his.
You can win the love of the opsite sex with Roddie's bee/Ache powder by sprinkling it oil
em when you -pretend to dust
em off with your handkerchief."

Garages Keep-Up--With-Changing Home Styles k 1340

NOTICE

You can "bust up people" with
egg. You can give them "runng feet" witlr "chasing dust.'
au can "induce a fuse" with skin
raped from the buttons of your
et. You can "rebuild yout'Daire" with "won root and whissy."

For The But In Radio Entertainment

Blend
House

VINE

1340
Nam.

- Dial

LOVE CONQUERS THE COM WARD

Artistic Flower
ARRANGEMENTS
For All Occasions

nil

011

SUE AND CHARLIE

i'LLING OFFERS YOU A
L'TURE -Curtis Circulation Cu,
N. al appoint 3 men or women with
ears ior can furnish compsi•y car
to the right peoples to fill tern?Oriel vacancies, in new era
angrily expanding rural suliseriplien staff.
nusual opportunity to create a
irofitalaie.future for yourself wita
. large and successful publish;
ng -firm. Manager trains yisu to:
rnmediate earnings.
•osition pays liberal co!nmission
all new and renewal su-3riptions. also generous car aliiwanee. For prompt personal
nterview write: Earl W. Brown;
211 & Grand Ave.. Evansville.
ndiana.
lellic

Call 1307-J

BOB THOMAS
Florist and Gift Shop

Open
Frida-v. February 15
We ipvite you to come out and enjoy our Fresh Fish,

U. S. COAST OIJAED Bosun's Mate 11/c Huron C. Wimp hovers over his
wife, Mary Lou, an expectant mother, In Long Beach, Cei_ after leaping from•Coast Guard cutter three miles off shore. Bound on a threemonth weather cruise, he couldn't bear to think of her alone and ill at
borne, so overboard As went, wearing a Ufa picket. Freighter Asbury
picked him up, took him ashore. Coast Guard brass came to a decision:
shore duty, no disciplinary action.
flatentaitorini tiorsadparlle)

Fayorite Quartets
Favorite 'Quartets
News
Organ Reveries
Melody Five
Melody Five
Green Plains Church of
Christ
900 Ha7e: Ita.dttst Church
9:15 Bethel Quartet
9 30 ,Bethel Quartet
'
.
5:45 • First Methodist Sunday
School
WOO First Methodist Church
Schoo.
10:15 Music for You
1015 Music for You to 10•41
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
4:00
• 15
6:80

• Hushpuppie3, Steal and other
Well Prepared _Foods

.3o rum,

Located on U. S. 68
Chi' Kentucky Lake

12'00
1:00
1:15
1:30
1.45
'Sete
• :2:15

to 12:00
Sunday Serenade to 1:00
Sports Parade
•
Eddy Howard
Forward America
Forward Amerea
Baptist Hour
Baptist Hour

NANCY
-

Cepyrtieht 1551 id Freak Kase
Distributed be King Fear,. Srudleata

30
2:46
300
3:15
3:30
3:45
- 4:00
4:15
4•30
100
S'15
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
710

World Concert
Worki Colleen
Rock of Ages
Musieial Interlude
Music for Sunday
Music_ for Sunday
Bob Eberly
Three Suns '
Proudly We Roil
Sports Parade
Freedom Story
Valentine Midi*
‘.1.•
Upper Room
News
Harding College
Dinner Music
Dinner Music
Lyn Murray Show
First Baptise Cettnch Sea
vice to 6.30
8.30 Waltz Time
8.
Waltz Times
11.
Baptist Church
9:30 Ave Maria Haur
10:00 News
10:15 Album Souvenir' to II:00
16:00• Sign Off

•
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CH A PTER SI NTEE:Isi
, got op sewn Me chair, Walked
-Yeah. You may need it," C.erla
rHE Rook heyphd the phhhe leround the desk.
stood in front of
r was a sharp eentraet to the i Liddell, tapped aim on the chest. told him. He handed the gun
the desk, watched while
I'LL: BET I CAN
rishnesa and pseudu-clunese de- -I don't OW Peepers in general. across
Liddell fitted it back into
r of the rest ot the building I don't
you in particular. Get ster. tie -turned, walked its moiBEAT YOU AT
past
the
-.vas smail comfortable A gray- , in my
_y and I 11 stamp you guard slammed the
door behind
TABLE- TENNIS
-en carpet covered rc. ' or from art Now act Imart like you think hint
II to wall. ;lying
,talued, you are ana get out of nere ant
Al the bar, Muggsy greeted tildt
thing (loam,. A
_ per 01 stay out." us thin lips twisted nervously
"What's been keeping
y chairs were set aiuund the into what could nave passed tor you!
I saw that little gunsel go
m. and se tile corner. behind • wntre; "A guy like you could berg
in there. I thought sure yeti
hhech.thke itemt, it- inan-set-i-get annul Witti544, awful fast
and were in troutde Wbarve you be
sing solitaire.
1 wouldn't want it to happen in doing 7"
.•
le looked up as Liddell came in. i my Joint."
"Just lighting a tire tiVer Cerla.
inted at rum nears ghtedly He.,1 Liddell shrugged "Well, if that's , 1 as much
as told himil still had
out of place in the restful- 1 the a ay you feel about it. I guess the package."
of the surro
surroundings. His trim I mete pal as well turn liong's
"You what 7" Muggsy groaned.
erect tate was neavily pock- package oaer to the cope ••
I "Why?"
rked, his left eye twitched end•4 A wary took came into Certa's ILioldell
hrugged "Just to get
le as lie studeid tee private' eVes H pulled 11W butt from ties.
things mdving " He signa/v1 to
ective. He sat in ma snort I 1"41-11-'examined
the
Ltarlentter,
who was just re"le"
88r
yes, shoulder holster in roam Pasted bark • loose
tell with eltd•
the turning • telephone to its cradle,
heavy mitt of a 418' seckve tip 01 his tongue.
What pack- Indicated retulus
ABBIE an' SLATS
An immacetate pearl gray; fete?"
As the nar man act up theft
ord was perchers on the hack
"Tee pace:age yout_bees have drinks Liddell broirght
mit st---rolt--IF
Deem ripping my office to ribbons as nulls, separated
his nee,:
a ten-from the
He heeled. Sing!" M wanted to; trying to lied.
•
rest, folded it so the tnan behind
Cerra s eyes narrowed to thin the bar could see the
denorqdnation.
YOLI GOT GUI-If A CA=,t
he guard stepped up behind Was He jammed- the cigar tick "What's your
name, bud?" he
?HIE, NORA COMAE, HUH, PAL-'
between
his teeth, walked back
Jabbed the snout
s
emcee the man behind the stick.
I KINI:41. FEEL SORRY
the deril:, jaboeu a button „There
in nis back. fanned rum e
"Soong."
the
bartender
told him,
by. He ;did the .45 out of its was a buzz at the door, nod the
OR "THIS BECKY
rm., the d„h rehire so guard svalbed in. He stood WS eyes fixed on the bill. .
Cr, pi owl ii „
10MATO YOU'RE
"Like
to
_earsthis?"
Liddell,
brsimu
'erla.
elS/M1' THE HEAVE"
held out the tenspot.
••
d dell gtinned humorlessly
rata guys a peeper. Take etre
I-10 TO---YOU
Flit bartender looked up and
at'. twice in" r wenty •tuin noura ' •• •
...-- . g
•
down the liar, nodded. "Sure"
NORA, LADY
'body ha. liked that gue_sevey1 The Caindmla put:ea sus hand
-Okay. 4:11 drink
the bourbon.
inf. The nest time I KU It front nes pocket An ugly Snub- You
drink the water and It'lli
timed •Is W7.6 clenched in ills nst
MI be one situ; at a
yours.'
"Vat/
no
Ivallid5
4
null 'a-are
IC
ice
urrla
ware us to death," L'vrts:
bum--ffie vitant3, oozed' -ft
m --Mred. He picked lip the----:15., nuater Now you ve seen ninl. lect''-e" broad grin on the bartender'
s Mee,
fled it, laid rt as Us. eurdet you ad (tie astir a - wellt."__
• Waving it• ii hollow mask. His dark
LIdo_
efe 5111sec.-tr JIM/elle_ "Ltureeer
desk "Wale atet-sedie. Senn
yee reeked trapped.- "1 -don't know .
out atrthe ow
,on Mang lint amappentri
woritt_icte twig
He venue „gtst
"
I the ,cloot _had rinsed _Oernal
11-inde41 pushed'tee set•tip glass
mall Cluririe "okay Whnt -a as memoir to Inspector iierleny across the bar.'
only water.
nut 4444,1-1--WOH--ttr•--trieft-et dowe sit neadquarters
Wit*
drivol)i
iisere."
ng r here like thus"
,....
•
,
?he
(..ittnartettra--'MS " Staked
veils glared at him, the had eye tient
and ten. He shook his ncad.
Wanted, to
.554 -pan a coup:0;
-1•-•
titentnee
endissaiy He Swore
w
"1 can't. House rules I'd lose
LIL' ABNER
ler.t)ens
under his Mien''Get him out of
eye twitched
_ligailaal
a41ia4ires
madder.v •c
is rmn n-nnur-reached across the oar,
rippers to him while he's still on
uhrfer A cheet,Orrnihe named
caught
a
handful
01 the barman's
preadosee.,
'-1 understood he was an asFEELS LIKE ITS
rhe guard cat4111 LielneD by the sackete 'emitter rem _forward tuna
,•dr--yours,"
elE/N1'GRV/RO
arm. %eons him around. Lsditen he was bent across. the oar, his
to reCkeil a ragged cigar ta it( chop
THROUGH!"
.
ea-down at the shard** wrist, tace • tew inchee from Liddell's.
the ashtray at his elbow.
hit him in the Mee With an open 9 obght to pour. It dotrkyusir
ed it betwees npt Ice
-that atammaie- nom do you mean client? You lightrial Use,
Per tig
--Fration beaded the bar.
wait. rita__Eltaaman
silo to a sitting position on the nitiri rite. Etc shookhis heal
ell noiLdel. :•That's right '
vigorbusly, tried to squirni away,
floor, rallied the 38.
Ws- WI tip tWisted lip in 'a ,"Put up the rod. Stare." Cella
Liddell _shoved him hack vio• "Go on had* to peeping hawed. "1 tees seer no roegh stuff iently, almost opsetting the hackItsynoles.•
bar. "Tell teens nee losing his
whit,- pc's in tier,"
clJIt through tos prieket••
Ili, Chinaman • nand Ishook. PIS touch. I'm allergic to poisoned Ice
area found nude, watkr,I istlireiea elute around tee gun girlies." He lumen his back mi
O the desk, _trivet nintelt Itrefisit_Oimaen under -control with be bartender, hHtteci MuggSY-- oir/
-dele-OW-ifie sleek sleste I an eittrY, pulled himself to his her stool.
•.
long was
mickey 7- she asked.
client or mine teet "I'll be se.eing you. LiddeTI,"
ri• was Killed. He MO 1I tie: premised
'UiN1 nodded, "Cerla cipreiete
ng happened to him to get. 1'Sure you w111.-Every time ytiu %twee any time. I told you I. •-•-t
Ii with you."_ _
turn around."
delifierately a fire, tinder him. I didn't e...1.cci
rel.-in,. 1 never twarit of turred nis gnck on the guard, held it-to gel so not.r5o2ast'"
.1.1(
e man belted the desk his hand out. "My l gun."
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By Gerald Dunaway
Minister. Church of Christ
-We are now living in age
when
more people have better educa
tions thee ever before.- I believe
this to be true due to the wide
field of facilities available for the
pruniotion of better education.
During the Oast century. due to
the advanced knowledge in
various heft, men have endeavored
-to professionalize in mater:al ef
e
fairs. When a problem would arial.
the ,best source of infnrr
natioa
would be consulted, the questi
on
-would be asked, answer
found
and problem solved.
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FRIDAY. FEBRUARY
4

-.. tively`to Him and imbibina eagerIv
the te
ching
ar
which
ei
--- -As the earthly ministryw -the food
*of
Lord Jesus was approachtrit the"jahr the enrichment of her steel. Thug
Its
lehe_
was
gettin
g
cline. the lines were drawn
that for whim
:efT/ her heart yearn
ed, and at the same
Sharply between His frienis and
iltile
was
!elegis
ing
their distriiiisHte foes. It Alta danterous
foe bed Guest.
case to be known as one id
His ,
devoted followers. It was popular, I,W these sisters Christ observed
tart
great attitudes of life.
It :east iq Jerusalem. to:7:
07 Marth
ha
a was placing the emphasis
Even in this modern time this is
thillw who hated Hint
. upon_ mateend_ and tempotel-thl
__LAI/Put_ twn.miles frontagte -true in_geatrai 3shere m-atters of
Murray Church of Christ
.
--iereas Mary was putting it on the world are conceraed. Just
Was the village of Beth any.
so
fh_
7th 84 Poplar Phone 391
ethich there was the home of Mar- spiritual and eternal things. ,In this should be true in Religirea.
John H Bunn, Minister
this -regard. each of us also ehoot
,
Whim
tha, l'if:ry and Lazarus It
a
ettesti
oll arises in one's! Regular Progr
es
am:
a' between the material and
hem, of tree family love "as
the spit"- rninde_6114 Pereen1 should week the.l Sunday:
anti one.'te
Bible
15,ei
'
- . And because Ming :tide
Study beena 1141/
in which Christ was 111WleyS
the best aduree of information avail- .s. in.
4 wise (teem ceeiss
mem.,,,,,,sed, able. All must readil
wideome guest. To their. well nrder
y agree that Preaching. 10:45
- her for it and
a. m. and 7 p. in.
held -her up as an source Is the Bible.
ed home, which was So much to
1113 enduring
Monday, College students, haze'eXeimple to all Because
1ikine. the Master
After a" child is born into the
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Observing our 19th birthday since the reorganization, the Ban
k of Murray, its
officers, directors and employees are grateful to their many frie
nds and customers
for their support and patronags over this palód of years.
It has been your suppeiranfid4ince
friendship that made it possible for
us to become one of the largest and strongest financia
l institutions in Western
Kentucky.
We hope the services that we have rendered in the
past will merit your continued 'support.
We submit to you comparative figures which we thin
k will be- of interest:
Fabruar3r 11, 1933,tapiial Stock .

... $55,245.00 •

Feb: 11. 1952 Capital Stock

$150,000.00

February 11, 1933, Surplus and Undivided Profits .

,

• ..

$11,186.50

%Feb:11, 1952 Surplus & Undivided
Profits . .. .
.. .4462,586.72

CAPIT

TO Y
r..thiSaDA
turday

1•••••••••••••••••••

,
\

041/Y THE** NOW...-

stristit

Februart 11, 1933, Deposits

..

Feb. 11, 1952 Deposits

$7,831,408.05

$559,627.89

Febrilary 11, 1933, Resources

$730,994.51

Feb. 11 1952 Resources

$8,476,279.00

Cash dividends paid to stockholders since 1933
.
Stock dividends paid to stockholders since 1933 . . .
..
OFFICERS
DIRECTORS
Tremon Beak. President
George Hart. Executive Vice President
F. E. Crawford, Vice President
L. E. Wyatt, Vice President
L. L. Dunn, Cashier
J. D. Sexton
Max B. Hurt
M. 0. Wtather
F. H. Graham
E. J. Beak
W. G. Swann
L. N. Moody
Audrey Simmons
Luther Robertson
I. Wells Purdom

. . $149,075.30
...... $ 50,000.00

EMPLOYEES

Allen Rose, Assistant Vice President
James W. Thurmond, Asst. Cashier
& Bookkeeper
Joe Pat Ward, Ass't. _Cashier and Telle
r
Ray - Brownfield, Agricultural
Representative
Marjorie Shroat Huie, Note Telle
r
V. H. Clark, Teller
Elbert Lassiter, Teller
Sallie Whitnell, Bookkeeper
Freeda Mae Kuykendall, Book
keeper
Madge Parker, Bookkeeper
Jean Smith, Bookkeeper
Betty Sue Outland,'Bookkeeper
Isabel Parks, Transit Operator
Chester Martin, Custodian

NOTE TO PARENTS:

•IiMMIMIM)1111111..

We are

We Are Not Limiting The

....

elree

Attendance On

I. •

encnigials4e-aware-a-yeautt--------to adutti otay.

Howevei;

that - we DO NOT rec
ommend for children. VIreThiugge
that if you are planning on seeing
adult story

"THE PROWLER." starring.JEVELYN 1(YES a
VAN HErLIN at the Karsity Saturday that you tak
• CAPIT

Western which I am

will aajay.
. - FRANK H. 1..A1*.MITER
sure tletli,

11174_4_T_OliAT
BRIAN DONLEVY and VIRG
INIA GREY

in "SLAUGHTER TRAIL"
With

p.

Gig Young and

An0,
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Mr. C: Hunter Green. Kentucky
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Accordidg io Mr. J N Shaver, e
Kentucky Southern Bell ',warners
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had telephone service
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Jesus Christ for the !emission of
sins and ye shall receive ;he gift
of the Holy (Most." Acts 2.37-38.
. So then, that individual upon
reading these scriptures and realizing they have been given by
the
inspiration of God, , mule also
realize this is to be done today in
order that the maw quertIon nuts
be enswered. Native lbe _procedure
that 'Was taken:
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LEDCEBt AND TIMES,. MUR
RAY, KENTUC

What Must I Do To Be Saved?

THE FAMILY AT BETHANY
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